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1I. INTRODÜCTIOU.
1. PKELIM CYARY.
Tt was vvith the idea of obtaining better knowl-
edge about the proper position and spacing of the "bar s in re-
inforced concrete beams that this thesis was undertaken. In
practice the reinforeement is placed in different ways and
positions and the invest igation entered into was to ascertain
the effect of varying the placing and spacing of the "bars,on
the horizontal shear and the hond.
The following division of the subject matter has been
made ; I. INTRODUCTION ; II MATERIALS, TEST PIECKS, and KETHODS
of TESTIITG; III EXPERIMENTAL DATA and DISCUSSIO::.
The first series of fourteen "beams was a study of the
spacing of the bars and the horizontal shear. The other eight
"beams was a study of the effect on bond strength of the "bend-
ing up of the bars at variou5 intervals and consequentlv of
ho'7 the stresses were distributed among the bars.
Several of the test pieces of the same kind gave
results that differed -niite extensively. This was probably due
to the difference in the quality of the concrete and the way
in which it had been put in the forms. The beams of the first
series were each tested in the sane machine and under the same
conditionF as nearly possible. The first four of the second
series of beams were tested in the 500 000 lb. Rhiele machine
and the last four beams were tested in the 200 000 lb. Olsen
machine. These macbmes are in the Laboratory of Applied
M e chan i c s .

2. SCOFE of THESIS.
The invest igation included the testing
of twenty-two bsams in two series, the first consisting of
fourteen beans, the second of eight beams. The subjects
invest igated are respec tively
,
Series I. Horizontal Shear Bettfeen Bars.
Series II. The Effect of ?.ending Up Reinforcing Bars near
the Load Points.
3 . ACKNOWLEDGEMEtfT
.
Much help was given to the writer by Mr.
W, A. Slater "both in testing the test pieces and in the working
up of this thesis. Messrs. Lord and Ahrains also gave their
assistance in runningthe -300 000 Ib. Rhiele ma,chine when the
first four beams of the second series v/ere tested.
II MATERIALS, TEST PIECES and METHODS of TESTING.
4. MATERIALS
.
The materials used were such as are used in
ordinary concrete constr;ction in the Middle V/est. The sand
and stone were o^tained in the open market. The cement was
obtained frcm the Universal Portland Cement Co. and the Lehigh
Portland Cement Co. The steel was furnished by the Illinois
Steel Co. The sand was of good quality from near the Wabash
river at Attica, Indiana. It was fairly clean, sharp and well
graded and weighed about 100 lbs. per cu. ft. Tho fineness-of
th.4 sand is given in Table I, the average of eight tests.
The stone was a good quality of rather hard lime-
stone from Kankakee , III. orde^ed screened through a 1 in. and
over a one-^uarter in. screen. Its fineness is given in TableH
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•Universal and Lehigh portland cemen.t u/ere used the
following table giving the results of fineness and tensile
ätrength. '
.
TABLE III.
Lehigh 7 day 28 day
Neat' 1:3 tfeat 1:3
719 248 805 329
Universal
665 227 712 294
The test of the Lehigh is an average of f ive briquetti
in each case while that of the Universal is an average of
fifteen "briquettes.
Fineness Test.
Universal Hcreen Ho. Per Cent Passing
75 98.9
100 96.5
200 82.5
Ten skilled in raixing concrete were employed and all
of the concrete in the beams was made in the proportions of 1
of cement, 2 of sand, and 4 of stone, measured by loose volume.
The mixing was done by shovels. The sand and cement were first
mixed together dry being turned over several times* The pre-
viously moistened stone was then added and the ini.redients tho-
roughly mixed. Water was then added and the whole was turned
wet
until a fairlyAconsistenc" was obtained as in this condition it
could be tamped into ',he forms to much better advantage.
The steel used was ordinary commercial one-half in.

and thre ?-eighths in. round "bars with an elastic limit of about
40000 l"bs. per sq. in. These bars vere all strai,<ht except in
four of t 1äe "beams of Series II where they we.ce bertt up at an
angle of 60 degrees.

65. TEST SPECIMENS.
Two types of test specimens were made(a)
Cubes and (b) Beams.
a. The cubes were all of a 5 in. base. There were
3 cubes from each batch. As these cubes were not tested at
the time that this thesis was writtn the results of the tests
can not be given. The concrete was well tamped into the forms
and troweled around the edges to insure a good surface to the
concrete. The cubes were stored in dampened sand until tested.
To insure plane surface 3 the top and bottom faces are covered
by plast.ic Plaster of Paris and levelled offby means of plate
glass
.
b. Two types of beans were used.
Series I. These beams had a cross section of
8 in. width and 10 in. depth to steel. Below the steel the
width varied as shown in Table IV. The length in each case was
5 ft. 6 in.
Series II. Ml the beams of this series had a
cross section of 14 in. width and 8 in. depth to steel. The
total depth was 9 in. and the length 8 ft. in each case. The
reinforcement is shown in Table IV.
6. FORMS for BEAMS
.
The, forma were made by laying planks on
edge on the floor for the sides and ends. These planks were
held in place *by yokes of 2x4 planl: and one-half in. bolts.
The offsets in the bottoms of the beams of Series I were made
by placing a piece of wood of the reqaired shape in the lower
edges of the forms.

77. MAKIHG of BEAMS
.
The forma were soaked in water to prevent
the wo od from soaking up the Tat er from the concrete and to
decrease the tendency in the forma go warp. The concrete waa
mixed up as previously explained in paragraph 4 and poured inte
the forms antil a layer 2 in. deep waa on the hotton. The hars
were then laid and the reat of the concrete put in and tamped
at intervala. The top waa then le vellad|o:ff and the concrete
allo ed to aet.
8. STORAGE of BEAMS
.
The forma were uaually removed from the
cuhes and heama at the aame time after a period of aeven days.
The temperature of the lahoratory waa 60 to 65 degrees during
the winter raontha hut naturally increaaed aa the warm weather
hegan. The heama remained in a horizontal position until they
were removed to the testing lahoratory a few days hefore they
were to he tested. The speeimens were teated at the expiration
of a period of from 58 to 63 days.
9. ESTING MACHINES USED.
T'or the firat fourteen heans teated
a vertical 2 acrew Riehls machine of 100 000 lhs. capacity was
uaed. Thia machine had 6 speeda of which the sloweat, .05 in.
per min. was used. The first five heama of Series II we r*e
teated in a Riehle maohine of 600 000 lhs. capacity with a
apeed of .05 in. per min. The remainingheams of Oeries II were
teated in an Olnen Machine of 200 000 lhs. capacity with a
apeed of .04 in. per min.

810. METHODS of SETTING SPSCIMMS in MACHIITSS
.
Series I. The
beams of this series were all placed in the machlne in the same
manner. The beams were first raised "by means of hoists and
white-washed so that the cracktwould be more distinct and then
brought over the machine. The points of load application and
support were then marked upon the beam. Roller bearings were
placed under each end
,
the load being transferred from the
beam to the roller by means of a bearing plate on which plaster
of Paris had been placed bsfore the beam was allo/ed to settle
upon it. This allowed an even distribution of the load as the
bottomsof the beams were somewhat uneven and yaried from 4in.
to 8 in. in width. The load points consisted of a spherical
bearing block and a roller bearing. On thescrested an I-beam
to which the load was applied from the machine by means of
a roller bearingjplaned on one side to render it more stable.
The following drawing will show this more plainly than a mere
descript ion.
L-ood
Her
Pigure 1.
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Series II. The second series of beams was tested
differently. In order to obtain readings of deformation in the
reinforcing bars it was necessary to place the beams in the
machine upside down. The heams were supported on the weighing
table on two 4 in. rollers placed under the points of load.
The load was applied on a seven and one-half foot span by means
of cross I-beams to which the lcad was transferred from the
machine "by means of a larger I-beam. Betwesn these I-beams
bearing strips were inserted to take up any unevenness that
might "be in the beam or elsewhere. Cushions of fire hose -?ere
U3ed ander the I-beams and over the rollers to get an even
distribution of the load. The first threebeams of this series
were tested with the load points 12 in. apart, each ß in. on
e ither side of the center line. The last five Beams were
tested with the loads at the öne-third points.
The following drawing will illustrate this plainly.
U-ooc/
Figure 2.
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11. MEASURING DEVICES.
"Mo deforraations were measurea in the
first set of beams except that of deflection. The deflictions
were read from a deflectometer (reading by interpolatior; to
0.0001 in) affixed to a strip of wood one and one-half "by twc
in. in size that was supported over the supports of the beams on
conical points by means of clarnps. The deflections read were
not maximum as the deflec t ometer was but 2 ft. 8 in. frcra the
support instead of 3 ft. This was necessary an the screw of
the mach ine made the center of the beam inaccessible
.
For the second series of beams the deformation in the
bars was measured by raeans of the Berry extensometer . Holes
three sixty-fourths in. in diarneter were d^iiled in the bars at
an eoual distance on either side o^ the center line of the beam
The deformations were then read at load intervals varying from
5000 lbs. to 3000 lbs. until the elastic limit of the steel had
been passed.
The following drawing will illustrate the principle
of the Berry extensometer.
'1 L
TT
-3" to 1
1
Figure 3.
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12. APPLICATION OP -üOAD.
In the first series of beams the
load was applied in 2000 l"b. incrernents until the first crack
appeared when the incrernents were 1000 lbs. until failu~e.
The machine was stopped at each increment as the writer v\ras
working alone and it was necessary to talce the deflections,
watch for cracks and run the machine. The load was applied at
the one-third points on all of the "beams of this series.
In the second series the incrernents varied from 5000
lbs. to 3000 lbs. growing smaller as the elastic limit was
approached . At the end of each increment the machine "/as
stopped, the deformations were taken and the "beam carefull?/
exa-iined for cracks. After the elastic limit of the steel was
passed the load was applied without stopping until the maximum
load was obtained. On the first three "beams of this series the
load points were 12 in. apart but as it was observed that ther e
was little Variation in the stresses in the bars it was de-
cided to load the reraaining five beams at the one-third points.
Deflections were taken on but one beam of this series as the
apparatus was not ready un + ii three beams had been tested on
the Riehle machine and when the Olsen machine was used there
was not sufficient roora between the screws of the machine to
use the apparatus.

III. EXPERIMENT Ali DATA and DISCUSSION.
Beam 381.2
Load Def
.
Remarks Load Def. Remarks
2000 0.0053 Age 62 d. 2000 0.0038 A^e 62 d.
4000 .0125 4000 0.0086
1
ooüU . 0213 6000 0.0148
8000 . 02d7 8000 0.0224
10000 0.0415 10000 0.0315
12000 0.050 Crack 12000 0.0418 Crack
14000 0.062 14000 0.0525 Crack
lbOOO. 0. 778 160000, 0.0642 Crack
18000 0.0928 18000 0.0 780 \J -L CLoiV O
20000 0.129 20000 0.0945
21000 0.168 Failed,beam' 20800 Failed
read 11200
Looo/
-2-0'
i
Loac/
7
Pigure 4
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Beam 382.1 Beam 382.2
Load Def
.
Remarks Load Def. Remarks
2000 0.0040 Age 61 d.
OAAA
«iUUU U • UU4± Age otc a.
4000 0.0098 4JUU U • UU
3 ri
6000 0.0164
6UUU r\ m kaU . UxoU
8000 0.0245
OAAAoUUU J . 'J<c±U
10000 0.0340 uuuu U •
U «d ^ D
12000 0.0440
U » UO ^
14000 0.0540 Crack
t r? m r\ r\13000 • 0455 orac :
16000 0.0690 Cracks
Pailed
>5
18000 0.0830
"beara read
19700 ]?ailed,beam
5000
read 8100
-ZL0-
LooJ
Z-O
Load
3-
T
Figure 5.

Beam 383.1
Load Deflectiora Remarks
660 0.001 Age 62 days
2000 0.005
4000 0.011
6000 0.018
8000 0.027
10000 0.040 Orack
11000 Failed,
Load on
beam 3880.
Beam 383.2
Load Deflection Remarks
2000 0.005 Age 60 d
4000 0.010
6000 0.018
8000 0.027
10000 0.037
12000 0.049 Crack
14000 0.051 Crack
16000 0.076 Crack
17000 0.094 Failed
LoacJ Load
Pigure 6.
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Beam 384*1 Beam 384.2
Load Def
.
Pvemark s Load Def. Remark s
2000 0. 006 Age 61 d. 2000 0.0058 Age 61 d.
4000 0. 0165 4000 0.0120
6000 0.0300 6000 0.0220
8000 0.0458 8000 0.0358
10000 0.0630 Crack 10000 0.0500 Crack
12000 0.0935 Crack
s
12000 0.0660
13000 0.0980 14Q00 0.0890 Crack
13900 Failed, beam
read 2400
16000
18000
19200
0.1330
0.1270
Failed
Load
Z-0
X
Figure 7

Beara 38b. 1 Beam 385.2
Load Def
.
Remarks Load Def. Remarks
1100 0.0018 Age 64 d. 2000 0.0050 Age 61 d.
2000 0.0042 4000 0.0082
4000 0.0135 6000 0.0174
6000 0.0214 8000 0.0274
8000 0.0320 Crack 10000 0.0380
10000 0.0460 12000 0.0510 Crack
12000 0.0600 14000 0.0662
14000 0.0^65 16000 0.0810 Cracks
16200 0.0930 17700 0.1040
17500 Failed, "beam 19Q00 0.1250
read 6500 19200 Pailed,.
"beam read
8200
Figur e 8

Be m 386.1 Beam 386.2
Load Def
.
Remark s Load Def. Remarks
2000 0.0045 Age 62 d. 2000 0.0040 Age 53 d.
4000 0.0100 4000 0.0078
6000 0,0162 6000 0.0110
8000 0.0250 8000 0.0254
10000 0.0368 10000 0.0358 Crack
12000 0.0505 Crack 12000 0.0530 Crack
s
14000 0.0680 13000 0.0600
14600 Failed, "beam 13300 Failed,
read 1200 "beam read
3600
^igure 9.
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Beara 387.1 Beam 387.2
Load Def
.
Remarks Load Def. Remarks
200 0.0000 Age 63 d. 2000 0.0040 Age 59 d.
2000 0.0056 4000 0.0073
4000 0.0120 6000 0.0150
6000 0.0270 8000 0.0242
8000 0.0340 Crack 10400 0.0350
9600 0.0500 Failed, 12300 . 0440
"beam read 14000 0.0540
3200 16000 0.0630 Crack
17000 0.0760
19400 Failed
-z-o-
L-oaa/
Z-O-
Load
6-0 T N
Figure 10
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Unit Stresa in Bars.
Load M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5000 6750 8250 7500 7500 7500 7500 8250
8000 11250 15000 14250 12000 13500 12750 13500
11500 19500 22500 21750 19500 21000 21000 20750
15000 27000 31500 28500 28500 28500 28500 28500
18000 33 750 39000 36250 36250 40500 35250 36 750
20800 Maximum load.
Beam 388.1
First crack at 8800 Tos.
Gags length 8 in.
Load points 6 in. on either aide of center line.
Age 58 days.
7-6 - 14"-^
J
1
i-3
i
Load
\
Looc/
Figure 11.
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Beam 388.2
Unit Stress in Bars.
Load E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
5000 4500 6750 7500 6000 9750 6000 6 750 6750
11250 9000 1 9000 13 500 11250
13000 17250 16500 18000 20250 ir,500 17250
16000 18750 21250 22500 23250 23250 24000
19000 25500 27000 30000 29250 29250 30250
22000 33000 30750 36500 3 -.000 31500 36000 3^500 36000
25000 37500 36750 42000 39000 41250 3 " 750 42000 38250
27500 Maximum load.
First crac"k: at 1-000 llos.
Gage length 8 in.
Load at one-third points.
Age 59 days.
•7-6
Z-6- 2-6
J
CD
Load
Figure 12
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Beam 388.3
Unit Stress in Bars.
Load TT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 8
5000 12000 12000 12750 12750 13500 12750 12000 11250
8000 15000 15000 16500 18G00 17250 16500 15000 15000
11500 27750 22500 24000 24000 22500 23750 nooo 21000
15000 27750 29250 30750 28500 29250 29250 27750 27750
18000 37000 39000 41500 39000 37500 37500 35250 35250
20300 73500 82500 100250 74250 73250 60000 69000 63000
21600 Maximum load.
Loads 6 in. on either side of center line.
Bars "bent up.
First crack at 8000 l'bs.
Gage length 8 in.
Age 56 days.
1-6
k US- \ —*u \ s". >
ii
>—
J*
—p
/ / / i/ / / | V-^-X^\ \ \ 4 II IMHIllllllll
\ 3^3"
„ A
LoadLooa
Pigure 13.
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Load E 1 2
5000 4500 5250 6750
L0000 11250 10500 11250
Beam 388.4
Unit Stresa in Bars.
3 4 5 6 7 8
3750 7500 3750 3000 1500
(-'750 15500 12000 1?750 13250
L5000 18750 18000 15500 16500 24750 19500 19500 18000
L8200 24750 24000 27000 24750 32750 27500 24000 25250
21000 28500 36750 32250 30000 36000 33750 28500 27750
24000 33750 42000 382 )0 32250 42 "^00 36000 36000 32250
26 700 Maximum load.
Gag? length 8 in.
Load at one-third points.
For diagram of reinforcemont see the Summary Ta"bls.
Ags 60 days.
„ 1
"
1-6 *
r
14"^
t \
f
CD
*
- Z-6" > * z'-e" *
L oaJLoacf
Figure 14.

Beam 389.1
Unit Stress in Bars.
Load N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 14
5000 8250 9750 12750 12000 12750 10500 11250 12750
8000 J.0500 11250 15000 12750
8000 12000 13500 16500 17250 15750 15000 1500C 15000
11500 21000 22500 22500 21750 24000 22500 21750 24 750
15000 27750 28500 30000 30750 32250 31500 32250 32250
18000 34500 36000 37500 39750 39750 39000 39750 39000
23100 Maximum load.
After a load of 8000 lbs was on the machine the ^eadings were
so uneven that the laad was taken off and two new hearing strips
were inserted between the I beams.
First crack at 7800 lbs.
Load points 6 in. on either side of the center line.
Gage length 3 in.
Age 57 days.
-7-6- 14-—
>
T
1
3~3'
—12
Load Looc/
Figure 15.
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Eeam 389.2
Unit Stress in Bars.
Load E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 14
5000 4200 4700 3600 3600 4800 4800 4800 2400
10000 10200 9600 10200 10200 10200 10200 9600 9600
15000 19200 19800 20400 21600 19800 20400 19800 19200
20000 30000 30600 30600 30000 31200 30600 30600
31900 Maximum load.
First crack at 14000 Tos.
Load at one-third points.
Gage length 10 in.
Age 61 days.
1-6
Z'-6 2-6
LooJ
i
0)
Loaol
Figu^e 16.
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Beam 389.3
Unit Gtress in Bars.
Load IT 1 2 3 4 5 6
5000 3750 3750 4500 750 6750 5250
8000 8250 8250 8^50 3000 9000 8250
11000 12750 11250 11250 6000 15000 13500
14000 19500 18000 13000 12750 21000 13000
17000 24 750 22500 23250 13000 26250 24000
20000 30750 28500 26250 24000 30750 30000
23000 33000 30750 32250 28500 33750 34500
29000 Maxiraum load.
Gage length 3 in.
Load points at one-%kird points on "beam.
Age 60 days.
7
5250
9000
14250
13750
24000
28500
33^50
14
3750
6750
9750
15000
13500
28250
25500
* T-l
f h 5&5z- ^—IZi^
>
////// i \\\\\HuiiiWWWIIIIIIIII
- z'e^ J
r
Loac/L-oad
—
>
Figure 17.

Beara 389,4
Unit Stress in Ea^s.
T n .-. ALo ad E 1 3 5 7 8 10 12 14
5000 6000 3000 4200 4800 4800 4300 3000 4800
10000 12000 9600 10200 10200 11400 9600 7200 10200
15000 21000 19300 19200 19800 21000 15600 19200
20000 30000 28800 30600 29400 30600 23400 28200
25000 36000 40200 40800 38400 40800 33000 36000
29500 Maximum load.
First crack at 10000 Hos.
Load t one-third points.
Gage length 10 in.
For diagram of reinforceraent see the Suramary Ta"ble.
Age 61 days.
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385/ 9 f- 0.512 3-24-// 64 17500 109 115 loo 25500 8 n »
385Z 5-1- II 61 19200 120 J27 110 Z7900 ji i*
366.1 9 f 0.29/ 4-12-1/ 61 14600 94 172 65 ZI 600 6 ii ii < ii ,i
386.Z 4-29-H 59 13300 63 154 76 19400 J J ' 1 1 CT /fionzon/a/ Dnear
387/ 9 0.18 3-23-11 63 9600 60 170 52 13900 5 «i ii
3Q1.Z 4-ZS-ll 59 19400 /ZI 3 64 III Z8200
-
ii ii
Jerieö U.
BEi/maecHENT Date
Teöfed
Age
Maximum
Lood
Vertical
Shear
D/stance
tetwean
Loads Moment
Tzrrsiori irr 3teel\
ßond JRemarksN ä of
Type
J^leasureal pleosured
Co/cula/edNumber Bars 5ixe Maximum e J^I/n imum e
3Q9.I 8 iz C 5-13-11 56 20800 93 J2" 405 000 40500 ' 33750 44000 140
368.2 c 5-16-1
1
59 27500 1Z3 30 41Z 000 "42000 '"36750 183 Fai/ed completely
3 68.3 B 5-11-II 56 21600 96 12 " 422 000 "41500 19" 79 35250 9" <54ö
3 88.4 A 5-19-11 60 26 700 1/9 30 401 000 "42000 10" "32250 0" 560 Maximum bondon 5hartlx>r.
3Q9.I 14 C 5-12-11 57 23100 103 tz" 451 000 '"39750 ' 34500 41000 SS
389.2 C 5-20-11 61 3iaoo 140 30 468 000 * 31200 ' 30000 124 Concreto crusheol
3 89.8 B 5- 15-11 60 Z9000 130 30 436 000 b 34500 2&J * 16000 Z6.5 405
3 89.4 A 5-20-11 61 29500 132 30 442 000 "40800 195 " 3 3000 «
1
405
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13, TABLES and DIAGRAMS.
Condensed
Series I. In the 'Suinmary Table Ismail
of the important data of the beams. The vertical shear obtain-
ed is found by dividing the total shear by the cross section
of the beam. The total stress in the steel was figured from
the formula S
s
-}£/jd. The moment ^as in in. l"bs. and j was ob-
tained from the graph on pg. 279 in Turneaure and Maurer for the
several per centages of steel in the beams, The horizontal
shear was obtained rrom the formula v=uo/2c where u is the
unit bond stress, o the circumference of the "bar and c is the
average clear space between the "bars. The average unit "bond
stress u was obtained from the formula u- S/24no where S is the
total stress in the steel, n is the numher of bars and the other
letters stand for the same 'luantities as above.
"Figures 18 and 19 give the deflection curves for all
of the beams. Figure 20 ,a diagram
?
shows the relation between
the space between the bars and the vertical and horizontal
shearing stresses. These will be discussed later. Figures4 to
10 inclusive show the manner of lcading and cross sections of
the beams.
Series II. The manner in which the reinforcing bars
were placed in this series is shown on the Summary sheet.
Figures 11 to 17 inclusive are curves showing the relation
between the stress in the several bars and the load. Figures
22 to 29 inclusive show the relation between the stresses in
all of the bars in the beam at the same load. Figure 34 shows
the Variation of the unit bond stress in the different bars for
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the beams that had their bars bent up. It also shows the
Variation of the maximum unit bond stress in the same bars.
The maximum stresa would be in the part that is bent up. Fig-
ures 11 to 17 inclusive show the method of loading the beams
and the manner in which the bars are placed when they are not
atraight
.
Stresaea of these diagrama were computed from the
readinga of the Berry extenaometer . Thia inatrument could be
depended upon to detect a atreas of 750 Iba. per sq. in. in the
ateel on a gauge length of 8 in. and of 600 Iba. per aq. in. on
a gauge length of 10 in.
In Computing the bond atresa in the Summary Table the
füll length of the bent up part of the bar was uaed. Thi3
length was 9^- in. on the average.
14. PHENOMENA of TESTS.
Series I. As ia uaual in such teata
small vertical cracks from 1 in. to 3 in. long appeared under
the load points or at a short di3tance to one aide or the other
of them. These cracks became longer as the load was increased
but seldom exceeded 4 in. or 5 in. in length. As the load was
increased new cracks appeared towards the supports and these
cracks became more inclined to the horizontal the farther away
they were from the load points. In many of the beams having
a reduced width at the plane of the steel a crack forming at
some point on this plane extended upward toward the load point
and at almost the same time horizontally along the fillet
toward the support. The manner and way. in which the cracks
appeared can be better obtained from the photographs than from
a mere reading of the description of them.
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The first sraall cracks appeared at .a load ranging from 30 per
cent to 90 per cent of the ultimate load although most of the
beams begam cracking at a load of about 60 per cent of the
ultimate load. In "bea 383.1 the first crack appeared at 10000
lbs. and the beara failed at 11000 los. This beam evideritly
failed in horizontal shear as the crack along the fillet was
about 10 in. long and the concrete separated from the bars om
the lov/er side. Probably the best example of a failure by
horizontal shear was that of beam 386.2. In this beam the
failure was almost vertical and inside of the load point. It
then ran along the fillet to the south suppo rt Stripping the
enti^e third part of the concrete below the bars away fronj
them.
The most abnormal test of the series in the writer's
estimation was that of 387.2. This beam carried over twice the
it
load that the one similar to carried and almost as much as the
-A
beams that were expected to carry the most. The concrete must
have been exceptionally well mixed amd tamped about the bars.
This beam broke with quite a smart shock. The first crack did
not appear untll after a greater load had been applied than
had broken the one like it.
Series II. On beams 388.3; 389.1; 388.1; the loads
were applied 6 in. on e ither side of the center line of the
beam. The first cracks were visible on these three bearas
at about 8000 lbs. load. The cracks were small and on the sides
of the beams. Very soon afterwards cracks appeared on the top
( the surface nearest the reinforcement ) almost over the
support. As the load was increased more cracks appeared, these
Coming one after the other towards the support and being very
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nearly at right angles to the sides of the beams. When the
uXtimate loa.d was nearly reached more cracks appeared among the
first ones. On the "beams loaded at the one-third points the
first cracks did not appear until from 14000 lbs. to 19000 Tos
was on the machine. The se juence of their appearance was the
same as described above though there were not nearly as many
cracks altogether.
In the beans which had the bars running straight
through, the cracks on the sides were the sarae as those in the
usual "beam unreinforced for weh Stresses being vertical over
the support3 and making sraaller angles with the horizontal
as they were farther away from the load point. On the beams
with the "bars hent up the cracks *vere all nearly vertical
having very little inclination. The cracks on the tops of the
bea»ns invariably began at the edges and worked across to the
opposite edge or began at the two edges and met in the inside
of the beam, Those beams having the bars running straight
through had the cracks on the top run all of the way across
while those with part of the bars bent up had some of the
cracks end before extending all of the way o.ver, usually stopping
vhere the bend in the bar occurred.
15. MANNER of FAILURE.
Series 1. (a) Beams reinforced with l/2
in. bars.
The manner of failure in the first set of beams was
e ither diagonal tension, horizontal shear or a comhination
of the two/ The best idea of failure can be obtained from the
photographs.
Beam ITo. 331. üjplainly failed by diagonal tension as
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can be seen fron the cracks running frora the load points to the
supports in almost straight lines. the bars slipped at one end
but whether this occurred before or at failure is not known.
This beam would hardly be expected to fail by horizontal shear
as the clear distance between bars was one and two-thirds times
the diameter of the bar. Beam No . 381.2 failed in almost the
same manner though there were a nuraber of smaller tension
cracks. These failures are tj^pical for beams without web re-
inforcement
.
In Beam No. 382.1 the failure might be that of hor-
izontal shear out in the writer's estimation was principally
from diagonal tension. The weighing beam dropped at an ultimate
load of 19000 Tos. and the load feil off to 8100 lbs. If the
failure had been by horizontal shear the bars would have become
loo3ened and then they would have slipped as they did in some
of the later cases. In such a case the beam would probably
have failed completely and 'he load have fallen off to zero
.
Beam Nö* 382.2 failed in the same manner although the crack
along the fillet was mach longer than beam ITo. 382.1. In Beam
No. 382.2 horizontal shear entered into the failure to some
extent probably, as neither the ultimate load nor the load on
the beam after it had failed was as great as in No . 382.1.
The low ultimate strength was probably due to the fact that the
concrete below the bars at the south end was füll of voids and
that the outside bar was exposed for about half its circumfer-
ence for a distance of perhaps 18 in. from the end of the beam.
Beam No. 383.1 failed in much the same manner as Beam
No. 382.1 and the same conclusions will hold for it.
Beam No . 383.2, however, failed by horizontal shear
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or a combination of horizontal shear and diagonal tension. .
This beam broke under a load of 17000 lbs, while the machine
was not running and just after the defl3ction had been read.
The failure was complete, the load falling off to zero. The
"bars slipped about 3/l6 in. at the failure end, probabler when
the beam broke.
Beam No . 384.1 failed plainly by diagonal tension as
can be seen from the photograph. The failure was not complete
the load falling off to 2400 los.
Beam STo. 384.2 probably failed by a combination of
of the two stresses. The concrete in this beam was better than
that of th.3 previous one as could be told by looking at the
beam and by the much higher ultimate load it carried. In this
case the failure was complete, the concrete below the bars fo'f
12 in. to the left o^ the south support cracking completely
awayfrom the bars. Here the bar?? slipped about 3/l6 in.
In Beam No . 385.1 the failure was by diagonal tension
the load after failure reading 6500 lbs.
(b). Beams reinforced with 3/8 in. bars.
In Beam No . 385.2 the failure was much the same as
that of the previous one. The concrete in the latter beam was
of better quality than in the former as was indicated by the
larger number of cracks and the larger ultimate load. The bars
slipped about 1/16 in. in this case and the slipping may have
been general as the bars came away from the concrete very
easily when the be->^ was broken up.
Beam No . 386.1 probabler failed by a combination of
horizontal shear and diagonal tension as it did not fail com-
pletely, though the crack along the fillet was quite extensive.
Beam No
. 386.2 failed, evidently by horizontal shear
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as the crack ran almost vert icaly downward from the south load
to the south sup-port. Though the load read 3600 l"bs. after
failure it was no doubt due to the "bond between the upper part
of the beam and the bars.
Beam >To. 387.1 failed very nearly as did >To . 386.2.
Mo. 387.2 carried more than twice what To. 39 7.1 did.
The failure -/as complete and typical of the others. No cracks
whatever appeared until 16000 Ibs. load and the beam failed at
a load of 19000 lbs. The beam failed with a much sharper con-
cussion than most of the others. The bars had slipped 3/l6 in.
at the failure end and had broken loose entirely from both the
upper and lo ver parts of the beam. The high load carried was
probably due to the fact that the bars had been thorouchly
surrounded by the concrete.
Series II. All of the beams failed in the same
manner that is, by the stsress in the steel going beyond the
elastic limit before the concrete had failed. But one beam,
namely, No . 388.2 failed complstel^. This particular beam
broke in two parts, the line of f^acture running from the south
support to the south load point. The steel had failed previous-
ly. "he other beams continued to carry their maximum loads for
8ome time,the deflection becoming constantly greater. It was
noticeable that those beams having the rods bent up held their
maximum loads longer and the cracks were both fever in number
and smaller in size.
16. DISCUSSION.
Series I. While this thesis was under dis-
to
, ,
cussion the question was considered as^how the horizontal shear
was affected by placing the bars in two layers and varying
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the num"ber of bars in each of the two layers but keeping the
total number of bars constsnt. The horizontal shear was calöuläto
for beams of 6 ft. span, 8 in. by 10 in. cross section loaded
at the third points and containing 6 l/2 in. "bars in two
la3/-ers,; the number of bars in the top layer varying from 1 to
5 and vice versa in the bottom layer.
The horizontal shear was calculated from a formula
v'=uo/c x (0.5+m/m)
where
v^horizontal shear.
u=unit bond stress.
o=.circumference of bar.
c»clear space between bars in upper layer.
mrno . of bars in the upper layer.
m*no . bars in the lower laye:-*.
These results have been plotted and shown in ?igure 21. From
these curves it can be plainly seen that within the ordinary
limits of design it makes practically no differerce how
the bars are distributed between the two layers as the
horizontal shearing stress varies less than 14 per cent when
the width of the beam at the plane of the steel is the same as
the total width of bhe beam. When the width at the steel is
3/4 of the total width it makes no difference how the bars are
distributed as the horizontal shear is the same in all cases.
When the ratio a is more than 0.75 the smaller horizontal shear
can be obtained by putting most of the bars in the bottcm
laye r but when a_ is less than 0.75 the reverse is true and most
of the bars should be in the upper layer. The latter condition
however, rarely occurs in practical construction as the width
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of the beam at the steel is alraost always the same as at the
top o.f the beam.
BecausB the theoretical Variation in the horizontal
shear due to the different placing of the bars in the two
layers was * so srnall it was not deemed expedient to make any
tests along that line 30 the beams were all designed with the
"bars in one layer and at different intervals apart. It was
found that by decreasing the width of the beam at the plane of
the steel sufficiently high horizontal shearing stresses
could be obtained.
Because of the small number of beams tested in this
first series and the somewhat widely varying res lts for the
beams of the same kind, it is rather difficult to draw many
conclusions. Beams 381.1, 381. 2; 385.1, 385.2; and 385.1 ; 386.2
were the only beams that broke at aproximately the the same
loads for similar pairs. The other four pairs broke at loads
differing among themselves, the higher load being from 1.4 to
2.0 times the lower load. These different results were prob-
ably due to a Variation in the quality of the concrete and the
success in filling the space bet-veen the bars with the concrete.
It seems to the writer that at least three beams of each
variety should have been made and possibly more , but the time
was so limited when the thesis was begun that much that could
be wished for had to be left to some other time.
In none of the beams was the steel stressed beyond
the elastic limit, the average calculated stress being about
24000 lcs. per sq. in.
No measurements a,s to the slipping of the bars were
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taken but none was observed before failure and the deflection
diagrams would indicate that none had occurred. In some cases'
at failure the bars pulled out as much as 1/4 in. but there is
no indication that this occurred before the maximum load.
Series II. Bending up the reinforcing bars near the
load points as can be seen from Figure 34 greatly increases
the bond stress. Probably the bona strength is much larger
for that section of the bars that is imbedded in the upper part
of the beam er the shorter bars would fail in bond before th
;
others. In not a Single case of this series was there a fail-
ure due to bond though in one case, Beam ETo. 388.4 the unit
bond stress* at the elastic limit of the steel was about 580 lbs.
per sq. in. The fact that the upper part of the bearn has
large compressive stresses probably aecounts for the very large
bond strength obtained.
Ht is rather remarkable that there was so little
Variation between the stresses in the bars of different lengths,
in fact there does not seem to be much more Variation in the
stresses of the bars when they are bent up than when they are
continuous. This is plainly seen in Figures 30 to 33 inclusive,
Where a large difference between two bars runs through all of
the loads as bet /een bars 4 and 5 in Beam No . 389.3 it is
probably due to an error in taking the zero reading on the
extensome ter
.
In Figures 22 to 29 inclusive it can be seen that the
curves are of the same general shape although there are very
many variations among them even for the same beam. The -curves
for those beams that are alike and were loaded in the same
manner are very similar as Figures 28 and 29. The difference

in shape and slope of the curves for Beams 389.1 and 389.2
Figures 26 and 27, respectively is due to the fact that they
were loaded differently
, j similarly Beams 388.3 and 388.4,
Figures 24 and 25.
All of the "beams developed aproxiraately the same
resisting moment except Beara 389.3 which shov/ed a strength
about 25 per cent greater than the average
.
From this series of tests it would appear that there
is no danger of "bond failure even if the bars are bent up
directly under the load points although it is undoubtedly
safer to bend them up at some distance out from the pcints of
loading. It is probably safe to allow i-J- to 2 times the usual
bond for bars that are bent up so as to pass through the corn-
pression side of the concrete.
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17. SUMMARY.
Seriea I. Summing up the resulta of this the3i9 it
would seem
1. The effect of poaition of the reinforcing bara ia
not great on the aroount of the horizontal shearing stress when
thore is more than one layor of bars though a lower streaa may be
had by putting most of the bars in the lower layer or layera.
Within the ränge of theoe teataj
2. The atrength of the beama increaaea directly aa the
average apacing of the bara.
3. Aa between two sizea of bars, the preference snould
be given to the larger bar where bond is not a con3ideratlon.
Seriea II. Within the ränge of theae teata
1. The atressea among the se^eral bara of the beam
are fairly evenly distributed even when the bara are bent up at
di^ferent intervale.
2. The bond atrength of the bent up bara is greatly
increased, an allowable bond atreaa of 1 | to 2 timea that ordinar-
ily U3ed for atraight bara being aafe.
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